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D MUST-SEE MUSEUMS
4 Can't-Miss Museum Exhibits
From prints of faiy tales, to the photographs and home movies of a real-life prin-
cess, the fall line-up of Philadelphia's museums is sure to capture your imagina-
tion. One of the most anticipated exhibits this season is Grace Kelly: Beyond the

lcon opening at the Michener Art Museum (138 S. Pine 5t., Doylestown,
Pa.,215.340.9800) on Oct. 28. Learn about the life and legacy of Phila-

delphia's own Oscar-winning actress and Princess of Monaco. Visit
the Philadelphia Museum of Art (2600 Benjamin Franklin Parkway,
215.763.8100), and tour The Enchanted World of German Romantic
Prints. A print by Ludwig Emil Grimm, the younger brother of the

famous Brothers Grimm, is part of the exhibition that illuminates
the untamed landscapes, intimate family scenes and age-old

fairy tales of the Romantlc period. The Capture the Moment:
The Pulitzer Prize Photographs exhibit arrives at the National
Constitution Center (525 Arch 5r.,215.409.6600) as part of its
worldwide tour. On view Oct. 11 through Dec. 31, this compre-
hensive collection showcases moments of heroism, racism, war

and jubilation. Certain photos may be too intense for children.
Brooklyn-based artist KAWS marks the Pennsylvania Academy of

Fine Arts (118 N. Broad 5t.,215.972.7600) with an installation piece on
the plinth above the front door of the Historlc Landmark Building

as part of the KAWS @ PAFA exhibit beginning on Oct. 12. Addi-
tional KAWS works will be installed throughout the galleries.

Watch outl Prehistoric aiants roam the Earth once again at the Academy of
Natural Sciences of Drexel Universlty. On view Oct. 12 through March 30, Dino-
saurs Unearthed showcases more than a dozen life-size animatronic dinosaurs,
as well as skeletons and fossil casts. Hands-on exploration is encouraged with a

dig site for young paleontologists, interactive actlvities such as the Dino Detec-
tive touch-screen quiz and a chance to control the movement of one of the
dinosaurs. 1900 Benjamin Franklin Parkway, 21 5.299.1 000, ansp.org
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Take a Trip to the Jurassic Period
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D STYLE WATCH
It's A Wrap

STYLISH SCARVES
BY AMY CARNIOL

CRISP AND COLORFUL
At stadler-Kahn, choose from an array of
super-soft scarves, all designed by owner
Alexander Stadler. The exquisite patterns

incorporate autumn hues like coral red
and sulfur yellow. Available: stadlerKahn,

1724 Sansam St., 267.242.71 54. 5190.

. LOCAL LOVE
Exclusive to Nicole Miller's Philly boutiques,

this limited edition scarf pays homage
to everything you love about the City of

Brotherly Love. Plus, 10 percent ofall sales
benefit local chatilies. Available: Nicole l'liller

Bellevue, 200 S. Broad St.. 21 5.546.5a07. 570

GAUZY GOODNESS
Bring summer outfits

into fall by adding
a gauze scarf. The

frayed edges on this
lightweight piece add

relaxed style to any
look. Available: Free

People, 1625 Walnut 5t.,

2t s.561.072A.528


